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THE PROBLEM
Arecent experimental production of Elmer Rice's Tbe Adding Macbine
at the niversity of Kansas featured the premier use of virtual reality in a
fuUy mounted theatrical production. In the process of merging the art of
live pelformance and Ole technology of real-time computer generated
graphics (virtual reality or VR) we looked for answers to many ques
tions. Could tltis in fact be done, and how? Could VR technologies help
stage dramas \\~Ol unusual or difficult scenographic problems? How can
this new technological method of presentation help a modern audience
gain new insights into a drama? Would the combination of these two dif
ferent but very similar fields of endeavor serve to illuminate each other?
How would an examination of VR lead to a better understanding of the
theatrical art and how could a comparison to theatre practices aUow for
better design of virtual-worlds? How would the two practices have to be
modified from their normal application to fit one to the other?

During the process of planning and mounting the production we
faced several challenges, some practical, others aJtistic. The focus of
this article is to outline some of the unique practical or technical as
pects of the production in order that subsequent discussions of artistic
aJld philosophical discoveries will be made clearer.

The ovelcarching technical consideration in the pbll1ning of this
production was the need to devise a practical method of presenting \~IC

tual environments to a theatre audience. In order to find a suitable au
diencelactor/virtual-world interface, traclitional methods of staging

plays and presenting virtual realities had to be exanlined for any simi
larities that could be exploited and any conllicting differences for which
comprontises would have to be found.

"Virtual reality" is a trendy phrase, aJld the subject of IlllmerOUS
interpretations. Common to most definitions is Olat VR is a computer
simulation of real or imaginaJy el1\~ronments and that these simulations
aJ'e "interactive .. capable of being navigated or maJlipulated in real
time raOler Olan being pre-recorded. Some definitions also include Ole
idea of immersion, in which Ole images of ilie \~IWal el1\~ronments are
presented to the user in such an intimate manner iliat Ole real world
can be disregarded.

The main similarity between VR aJld tlleatre , and tile one that first
suggested making Ole link between the two, is that bOtll aJ'e dependent
on this live, or real-time action. For theatre to remain true to its form
and not wander into the realms of tele\~sion or film, it must be played
live, not pre-recorded, \\~th an immediate relationship between actor
and audience. Likewise, VR must also be experienced in real-time, as it

is generated, or it loses its unique quality and becomes a member of tile
pre-recorded computer animation genre.

AnoOler common c11aJ"acteristic of VR and theatre is tllat both oc
cupy Olree-dimensional space aJld more often than not, rely on some
form of illusion to suggest the form of tilat space. There is a great deal
of leeway when looking for similar uses of real and illUSOly space. Just
as theatre is comprised of wildly different styles of production and
mechanisms of presentation, VR also has its different styles. The best
known VR interface, ilie head-mounted display, relies almost totaUy on
presenting an illusion of an environment to a user's eyes. OOler inter
faces however, more closely resemble 01eatre in Olat Oley present a
combination of real and fictive space to the user.

These interfaces such as ilie heads-up display, in wltich electroni
caUy generated images are over-laid onto \~ews of reality, are often put
in a sub-category of VR referred to as augmented reality or AR. CAVE en
vironments are rooms in wltich the waUs are made of remcprojection
paJlels. Users can enter alone or in groups and view different computer
generated vistas projected onto tile walls. "Environmental" ilieatre pro
ductions seek to create tile sensation of immersion in a sintiIaJ' manner.
Cockpit interfaces, such as those used in llight or automobile simula
tors, place the user wiOtin a taJlgible space, or cockpit, from wltich an
illusion of the outside world is viewed tluough windows. CompaJ'e this
to a set seen through the portal of the procenium or to the illusionistic
painted drops revealed behind the set.

Auseful VR-theatre interface then must capitalize on these mutu
ally defining characteristics by presenting live actors witltin three-di
mensiomtl \~rtual worlds. These worlds must have the ability to be
navigated in real-time as the drama progresses. This hyblid vilWal pelc

formaJlce space can be a combination of actual or illUSOly space and
sHU remain faithful to the tenets of botll theatre aJld VR just so long as it
is presented in a live format.

Key differences in VR and traditional Oleatre practice proved to be
the cause of some concern during the design of Ole intelface. Theatre
has l)1)icaUy been a communal experience. Its audience is a large group
of people gathered together to share all experience, aJld through this
sharing, the experience is heightened. Much of our present thinking
about the nature of theatre assumes tltis to be true without being ques-
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Figure 1: ground plan
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house. To enhance sightlines, seating plat
forms were built at a relatively steep rake,
rising I foot every 3 feet horizontally. Origi
nal plans called for an audience of 150, but
later revisions increased tile number to 190.
Black velour stage drapery was hung at tile
stage's cycloranla positions. This drapery
then surrounded the audience behind and
on either side, eliminating \~ews of the stage
house, focusing the audience on the pla)wg
area and enllancing tile illusion of in1mel~

sion \\~thin the virtual world.
The playing area was a platform 2 feet

in height, positioned 4 feet from the first
row seating. It was 12 feet deep, 20 feet
wide at tile rear, and tapered to 14 feet wide
at the downstage edge. It was covered in
black carpet to create a quiet, dark neutral
floor and to minimize the bounce of lights
onto the projection screen.

Directly behind the platform was a
black rear-projection screen. As the scheme
required tile light from the projectors to be

polarized, it was necessalY to use a real' projection screen. Light re
flected from a front-projection screen will not remain polarized. Only
expensive metalized or aluminized front-projection screens are capable
of properly reflecting polarized light. This 40-foot wide RP screen ex
tended 10 feet on either side of the 20-foot wide platform. Tllis extra
screen space was angled toward the audience to somewhat surround
the actors with the screen. Although the stock RP screen used was 25
feet tall, tile area acnlally used for projection was 14 feet tall.

On each downstage corner of tile screen was a follow spot
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Figure 2: side section

THE STAGE

tioned. On the other hand, virtual reality most of
ten is experienced by a single user, or a group of
two or three. This is due mostly to the desire tllat
YR systems be "immersive," giving users tile illu
sion tllat tlley are witllin the virtual world. The
head-mounted display is a good example of
immersive technology that limits tile system to a
single user at one time.

Anollier contrasting element in YR and the
atre is the matter of control. In the tlleatre it is
usually assumed that tile control of a performance
rests with the pelformers, including the stage man
ager and crew members. The audience acts as
relatively passive observers whose control is indi
rect, urging the peIformers one way or the otller
through their responses to tile action before them.
The interactive nanlre of YR, however, usually re
quires tilat tile user who is \~ewing the scene be in
direct control of llie action. This interactivity is de
lived by navigating tllrough the virtual
world and often by manipulating objects
within that world through special input
devices such as joysticks or electronic
gloves. But in a YR-theatre interface, who
is tile user? Is it the audience who \~ews

the results or tile performers who are us
ing the technology for their own ends?

It was clear that some compromises
between the typical theatre production
and the typical application of YR technol
ogy would have to be made to settle these
differences. And, since the focus of tile
project was to create a theatre piece en
hanced by VR and not to produce a VR
artwork using theatrical methods, it was
decided that in most cases the theatre
conventions would take precedence over
YR practices. Therefore, the interface for
the YR enhanced production of Tbe Add
ing Macbine would have live actors. It
would incorporate 3-dimensional spaces,
both real and illusOly. It would have a
large audience while retaining the illusion
of immersion as much as possible. And, it

would be under the control of the pro
duction personnel.

The final design required a major change from the 1800 seat (orchestra
and balcony) 40-foot proscenium configuration of the Crafton-Preyer
Theatre on the University of Kansas campus (Figures 1 & 2). In order to
put the audience in close proxinlity to actors and projection screens,
the audience was nlrned 180 degrees and moved to the rear of the stage
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three-dimensionality. One projector was assigned to light eye \ie\vs only,
and the other to left eye \iews. Each \vas then polarized \\ith the "direc
tion of pohuization" in opposition to the other. These opposite polaliza
tions were done in such a manner as to match the polarization of the
special glasses given to each audience member. Using the glasses, the
audience could then see the projection from each projector only \\ith
the appropriate eye and the 3-D illusion was formed.

In fact, the operating principle of LCD projection pads decrees that
they are always polarized. So, the task of correctly polaIizing them was
accomplished not by adding additional polarized filters. Instead, an op
tic matelial known as a half-wave plate or retarder was used on one of
the LCD pads to "turn" the polaI"ization 90 degrees, then being opposite
to its mate. Finally, because we were unable to move the projectors far
enough from the RP screen, the image was enlarged to the desired di
mensions by adding plastic fresnel magnifiers a few inches above tlle
LCD pads.

Because the material we were to project was to come from mul
tiple sources, tlle LCD pads were connected to a pair of digital \~deo

mixers. Each of these Videonics MX-l mixers were capable of s"~tching

between four \~deo sources and offered a vast selection of fades and
\\ipes. The most inlpOI1ant feature of this mixer was its ability to super
impose one scene over tlle otller. Each mixer required its 0\\11 ~deo

monitor to set-up and pre\~ew scene chaIlges aIld special effects.
The essential graphics that were to be projected onto tlle RP

screen were the ~liual worlds. Each scene had its own computer mod
eled emironment tllat could be traversed in real-time in cOlTespon
dence Witll the actors' movements. These worlds were created aIld run
on a PowerMac 7100/AV \\itll special prototype software loaned by tlle
Virtus Corporation of CaI)', NC. Tllis sofuvaI"e is identical to ViJ1us

WalkTbrougb Pro but has the added feature of stereograpllic screen
display. This added feature, wllich will soon be available on commercial

---------------'---'-------.",
releases of Virtus sofuvare, renders light aIld
left eye stereo views in several formats including
side by side pictures.

Because the AV-equipped Mac is capable of
running two sepaI"ate monitors \\~th its two
\~deo Clli'ds, it was possible to enlarge the side
by side stereo pictures in such a maIlner that
each picture filled one of the monitors. Then tlle
two seperate monitor outputs were converted to
staIldaI"d \TSC \~deo signals aIld sent to tlle two
~deo mixers. The signal from tlle 1ac AV CaI"d
was convel1ed to \ideo internally, while the sig
nal from tlle staIldaI"d ~deo card required all

external \~deo encoder, in tllis case a Focus L
TV Portable Pro.

Asecond PowerMac computer was also
connected to the ~deo mixers ~a a ~deo en
coder. This computer was used to generate titles
at the top of the show, to create a few special
graphics used during segues aIld to run a com
puter generated version of The Head character
in the graveyard of scene sLx. Tllis disembodied
head (Figure 13) has only three lines aIld

CO TROL

mounted atop a 12-foot tall platform. The platform was masked on its
downstage side and remained open beneatll, prO\iding tlle main actor's
entraIlces to the stage. The follO\\' spots prO\ided a major source of illu
mination during tlle production. StaIlding on either side of tlle acting
aI'ea, they were capable of lighting the actors \\itll little bounce onto the
projection screen.

Bellind the projection screen could be found a be\\~ldeling array of
equipment (Figure 5). Early in tech rehearsals, one crew member
dubbed the baIlk of computers, mixers, projectors, and canleras "Mis
sion Control."

At the heart of the formation (Figure 4) were two DukaIle ovel'
head projectors, each equipped Witll a NView LCD projection pad. Two
projectors were needed in order to project graphics witll an illusion of

MISSIO

Figure 3 (above):

actors in "TV studio"

with chroma-key

screen; Figure 5

(top): "Mission

Contro/"; Figure 6

(right): control

equipment diagram.
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TIteA AAin~ 111tfcl.-ine
~~~~~~ PERFORMANCE SCENARIO ~~~~~

seemed a likely vehicle for testing out the
idea of a "virtual agent"· \rithin the produc
tion. The head was animated using the In

te/face application which runs as an
am:.iliary to HyperCard. The head was ren
dered on a green background which al
lowed it to be superimposed over the
graveyard virtual-world by the video mix
ers' chroma-key features. These graphics
were not rendered in stereo but simply
split and sent to the two mixers. However,
when supel~imposed in front of the 3-D
backgrounds the graphics seemed to float
over the scene.

Chroma-key special effects were used
again to add live actors directly into tile
virtual worlds. Offstage and behind tile
black velour sUITound, a small TV snldio
was erected (Figure 3). Actors worked in
front of a green chroma-key screen, listen
ing for their cues from tI1e stage. Neces
sary lighting was supplied on cue and a
\~deo canlera captured tile actors and sent
a signal to tile video mixers to be chroma
keyed into tile viItual worlds. In tllis man
ner, characters appeared not only in front
of the scene but often within it. At the end
of scene two, Zero's boss appears in this
manner (Figure 7). By zoonling the canl
era, the boss was made to "grow" during
tI1e scene, llis face finally filling the screen.

The performance of The Adding Machine at

The niversity Theatre on the campus of the

niversity of Kansas, in Lawrence, Kansas,

began with Mr. Zero and his wife at home.

The progression of this scene established the

emptiness of Mr. Zero's life and the views of

the virtual world reflected the drab state of af

fairs and the process of Zero and his wife get

ting ready for bed. The second scene showed

Zero at his office. The views of the virtual

world and shadow silhouettes of other actors

projected onto the screen created the world

of Zero's work (Figure 6). The restricted,

mechanical, soul-crushing routine of Zero's

workday was broken by the expressionistic

device of having the shadow silhouette im

ages take over the repetitious work while

Zero and his co-worker, Daisy, expressed

The party guests of scene tllI'ee also ap
peared \~a the camera. their images
bouncing around the screen in time \\~th

the hectic party conrersation. The jUly of
scene four was also supelimposed on the
scene. AcnIally played by only two actors,
the jury's twelve large faces were gener
ated tlll'ough the use of a novelty multi-im
age lens positioned in front of the camera
(Figure 10).

The 10-foot wide sections of projec
tion screen flanking the stage were used to
fill the audience's \~sual field and increase
the sense of immersion within our VR
stage. Three-dimensional slides were used
for tllis purpose. Side-by-side stereo
grapllics were captured onto 350101 slides.
While tile grapllics were created with tile
same software tllat was used to create tile
\~rtual worlds, tile subject maner of tile
slides varied. In some scenes, tile slides
presented a continuation of tile virtual
worlds. In otl1ers, an alternate scene was
depicted; one that commented on, or indi
rectly added to the underlying tI1eme of the
virtual-worlds. In the disjointed party
scene for example, rather than show a
continuation of Zero's expressionistic liv
ing room with its floating furninlre, one
side screen showed a close-up of a cham
pagne bottle and the other an odd
Magrine-like figure with no head under llis
hat.

Due to the availability of only one
~ligh powered slide projector for each side
screen, the 3-D effect of the slides was
achieved in a rather unorthodox manner.
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ered witil a black caJ'jlet. Immediately be
hind the platform, a black reaJ'-projection
screen hung, flat in the center, but angled
toward tile audience as it extended {rom
eitiler side of tile platform.

As the action of tile play began, the
screen seemed to clisappeaJ' and was re
placed by a series of ~rtual worlds. Eight
clifferent scenes including a bedroom, an
office and a graveyaJ'd, appeared as seem
ing three-dimensional spaces behind the
actors. In some instances, objects seemed
to emerge {rom the screen into tile playing
area. Often, live actors onstage conversed
\\~th images of otiler actors who were
working live in front of a canlera back
stage. An eerie soundtrack played under
tile action throughout.

Behind the screen, tile crew watched
tile action on a \~deo monitor. As the ac
tors moved about tile stage, an operator
known as tile irtual En~ronl11ent Oliver,
or VED, steered tile observation point
\\~thiJI the virtual worlds. Thus tile actors
appeared to "trave]" withiJI tile world, or
tile auclience's vantage point was changed.
As Mr. and Mrs. Zero enter and move
about the bedroom in scene one, tile scen
ery moves \~th them, moving to tile right
and left, closer and further away and pan
ning around the room. When Zero climbs
into bed, the auclience's \~ewpoint was
raised to the ceiling where they could look
down on tile bed. The actor playing Zero
then stood ill {ront of tile 3-D inlage of tile
bed and seemed to be l)~ng upon it, sleep
ing soundly.

their fears and fantasies through intelior
~~~~~~~~~

monologues. When Zero was called to the

Boss' office and fired, the live TV image of the

Boss was inserted into the virtual world of the

office. In one of the most impressive scenes

in the play, the video image of the Boss tow

ered high above Zero (Figure 7) and then

zoomed in onto the Boss' face as Zero was

fired (Figure 8). The murder of the Boss by

Zero was only hinted at in the action and it

was in the third scene, when Zero returned

home to the supper party for Mr. and Mrs.

One tln-ough Six, that we learned that Zero

had killed the Boss. The virtual world of the

supper party was distorted and shifting and

the live TV images of tlle non-stop-talking

heads of Mr. and Mrs. One through Six (the

twelve roles were played by only two actors)

were inserted randomly into the virtual world

(Figure 9). The trial scene which followed

and tlle prison scene immediately after both

A giant Boss fires Zero

VIRTUAL THEATRICALITY

For each projector, a pair of hOlizontally
mounted mirrors was used to intercept
one half of the projected stereographic im
age (one eye's \~ew) and bend it il1\\'ard,
overlapping the other half. \X1len each half
of the stereo image was polaJized appro
priately, the audience saw a 3-D image.

Sound was also run with computers
located in Mission Control. While the
show's relatively simple sound plot could
have been run {rom the theatre's existing
sound facilities, it was decided to remain
faithful to the computer generated nat1ll'e
of the \~rtual el1\~ronments. AMac LC was
used to run background music {rom a
digital CD-ROM, and a Mac PowerBook
was used 10 play the few spot sound effects
used in the play. Microphones in the off
stage TV studio and sound outputs from
tile computers were connected to a small
mixer which was connected in turn to tile
house sound system. Special speakers
were mounted in tile front of tile playing
platform at floor level.

The auclience, weaJ'ing polarized glasses,
was seated in the darkened stage house
and surrounded on three sides by black
velour. Before them stood a platform, cov-

Mr. and Mrs. Zero and party guests
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This movement within the \~rtual

worlds took many forms. While it some
times represented physical movement of
the characters through the setting such as
Zero and Shrdlu lising out of the ground
in the graveyard, more often it reflected
Zero's changing state of mind. In scene
three, when a dazed Zero retul11s home af
ter killing his boss, the ful11iture is floating
in mid-air and the walls of his living room
are spinning and tilting wildly. In jail, Zero
dreanls of past excursions to the beach
and the audience travels there with him,
only to be wrenched back to his ceU as the
daydream ends.

CO CL SID S
At its conclusion, I considered the project
a success. Just as in any production, there
were moments that were effective and oth
ers that were not, but we learned as we
went through the process. Many of the
carefully plarmed uses of the new teclmol
ogy failed to achieve the effects we desired
willie other uses that occurred to us in the
midst of the work achieved the project
goals admirably. Certainly, the physical
structure of the actor/audience/\~rtual

world interface was successful.
Computers in the future will be faster

Zero addresses the Jury (70)

Zero rises from his coffin (11)

Zero and Shrdlu in graveyard (12)

used moving views of the viltual world. In the

trial scene, live TV images of two actors were

replicated on a 3 x 4 grid projected on the

screen to form the jury of 12 people (Figure

10). In the prison scene we moved through

the viltual world of tent and prison bars. The

ptison bars were supplanted by a transition

to a seacoast scene as Zero and his wife re-

called the one happy moment in their other

wise bleak 25-year marriage. A most

impressive scene occurred in the graveyard

as Zero rose from his coffin via a trapdoor in

the floor (Figure 11), meeting Shrdlu in the

after life. As the two of them walked through

the graveyard (Figure 12) and encountered

the talking head (Figure 13), the vil-tual

world was, again, manipulated in real time by

the Virtual Environment Dliver. A similar

and therefore the virtual-worlds will be
rendered \\~th more detail. Better projec
tors will make the images brighter and
more vibrant. Kew technologies will gener
ate 3-D \iews without the need for special
glasses. 'ievertheless, in tlus production
tlle interface did aclueve tlle goals set out
for it. VR was used not for its own sake,
but in service of the play. Through it, we
were able to execute scene changes witll
out a single pause in the action of tlle play.
We were able to stage complex scenes and
special effects tllat would have been ex
tremely difficult and expensive otllelwise.
Perhaps most importantly, we used tllis
new technology to present a work of ex
pressionist tlleatre by depicting tlle world
as seen through the ntind's eye of tlle main
character. Our scenery was fluid,
metamorphasizing witll Zero as he en
dured Ius many trials, denials, enlighten
ments and Ius final doom.

It is this perspective, tlle inner reality
of tlle characters, that is so vital to expres
sionist work and is so often lacking in pro-
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ductions limjted to ligid conventional scenic
practices. Virtual reIDty can unlock many
scripts, reIDzing potentials that have been
thwarted by production techniques that, be
ing bound by muslin, \\"God and steel, can
not keep pace with the imagination of
playwlights. Furniture can float, walls can
spin, the audience can look down from the
ceiling, dancers can fly and people can walk
through walls. Elmer Rice described such
dranlatic devices in an interview in the New
York Times of April I, 1923, I, 2.

Tbe autbor attempts not so

much to depict events faith
ful(), as to convey to tbe spec
tator wbat seems to be tbeir
inner significance. To achieve
tbis end tbe dramatist often
finds it e.,pedient to depart
entire()' from objective reali()'
and to employ symbols, con
densations, and a dozen de
vices whicb, to the conserva
tive, must seem arbitrariQ'
fanatastic.

effect took place in the Elysian Fields as Zero

and Daisy shared their first kiss, confessed

their love, and began to dance. As the dance

progressed, the VED manipulated the virtual

world in real time and visually transported

Zero and Daisy out of the Elysian Fields and

up into the stars and the surrounding galaxy

(Figure 14). The final scene placed Zero in a

VR environment composed of giant adding

machines endlessly replicating themselves

into infinity (Figure 15).

Delbert Um'uh

The Head frightens Zero and Shrdlu (13)

Zero and Daisy dancing

in the Elysian Fields (14)

Zero in the afterlife (15)

It is not to be suggested that tills
intelface is the only, or the best, pos
sible way to use ,~rtual reIDty in a the
atre setting. Only that it ,,"as the one that
seemed most effective for the produc
tion of Tbe Adding Machine that we had
em~sioned. The technologies known as
VR are versatile enough to adapt to the
inevitable new production concepts that
will follow. Already, I have started work
on a production that will incorporate
more advanced VR technology and will
likely bear little resemblance to The
Adding Machine. Contemplating the
possibilities is thrilling. •:.

Mark Reaney teacbes at the Univer
sity ofKansas and bas been investi
gating virtual reality tbeatre since
1987. The research involved in tbis
production was supported by Univer
sity ofKansas General Researcb allo
cation #3963-60-0039, Tbe Virtus
cO/poration, Bank IV ofLawrence
and the US1TT Heart ofAmerica Sec
tion. For more on The Addjng Ma
chjne: AVirtual ReIDty Project, see tbe
W1VW site (http://ukanaix.cc.
ukans. edll:80/-mreane)~.
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